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These two scenarios have been designed to be used in games of Stars & Lasers, but as always 
with a little adjustment they should be usable in other games systems as well. 
 
I hope you have fun playing them. 

Mac 

 

 

 

You can see news and updates for Stars & Lasers at www.littlewargamingworlds.com there is also 
a section where you will find all the FAQ’s. 
You can contact me at starsandlasers@hotmail.com with any questions you may have or any feed 
back. 

Stars & Lasers!! 

Two free scenarios 

No.4 
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This first scenario is loosely based on a battle that took place on the 22nd of March 1942 in which 
escorting ships of a British convoy going to Malta stopped a much more powerful Italian Navy 
squadron from reaching the convoy. 
 
The Second Battle of Sirte has been simplified a little to fit in with Stars & Lasers rules, and of 
course the number of ships has been reduced somewhat to allow for a quicker game, but if you 
wanted to have a really big battle then the forces were something like this - 
 
British ships were 4 x Light Cruisers and 17 Destroyers 
 
Italian ships were 1 x Battleship, 2 x Heavy Cruisers, 1 x Light Cruiser and 10 x Destroyers 
 
These numbers are close enough to the actual number of ships involved to give you an idea of the 
size of the forces on both sides. 
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Second Battle of Sector Serti… 
 
A convoy of four cargo ships and their escorting ships are travelling through this sector when they  
detect a large enemy force on an intercept course, so the cargo ships and two escorts turn away 
and head for safety while the rest of the escorts turn to meet the enemy ships. 
  
The Defenders must delay the Attackers so that the convoy has time to escape. 
 
The attacking force have seen the enemy convoy split off and head away trying to get to safety, the 
Attacker must reach that convoy before they manage this, all they will have to do is get past the  
escort ships that are now heading towards them. 
 
Starting fleets - 
Defenders get 4 x Light Cruisers and 5 x Destroyers 
 
Attackers get 1 x Battleship 2 x Heavy Cruisers 1 x Light Cruiser and 3 x Destroyers  
  
Starting speed / Setup - 
The Defenders start anywhere within 6” of their own table edge 
 
The Attackers start anywhere within 6” of their own table edge 
 
All ships start at full speed 
  
Special scenario rules - 
None. 
 
Scoring - 
There is no scoring in this scenario. 
  
Winning and Ending the Game  - 
The Attacker has to get at least four ships past the Defenders to be able to destroy the convoy and 
its escorts, and the Attacker has to do this within seven turns or the convoy would have had time to 
escape. 
  
If the Attackers manage to get at least four ships off the Defenders table edge by the end of turn 
seven then they win the game. 
 
If the Defender manages to stop at least four of the Attackers ships from getting off the Defenders 
table edge then the Defender wins the game. 

Note: for non Stars & Lasers systems you should be able to use like for like when picking the forces 
for this scenario, but if your system needs a points value then the Attackers have around 1,600 
points and the Defenders have around 1,400 points of ships. 
But when building / picking your ships try and get at least three big ships on the Attackers side, and 
no ships bigger than a Light Cruiser on the Defenders side. 
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This next scenario is a simple one-on-one fight, which can be a lot of fun. 
 
The ships involved are identical apart from the what each player spends the extra points on, this 
could be extra armour or extra engineers or a turret weapon, or even all of them! 
 
This is meant to be a very quick battle, but with a little bit a little bit of luck and some good tactics 
this can also be a very challenging battle. 
 
It gets very tense waiting to see in which order the ships will activate each turn... 
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This is not what it seems... 
 
A lone Heavy Cruiser is out on patrol when it detects a Heavy Freighter travelling through the  
sector, it calls the ship several times to identify itself but gets no reply so goes on an intercept 
course to investigate. 
 
The Freighter is a disguised enemy Heavy Cruiser, it is giving off a false signature on the enemy 
scanners, it has been on a reconnaissance mission around this sector getting information about  
enemy bases and installation's, but now it looks like it’s cover is blown and it will have to fight. 
 
Starting fleets - 
Each side has one Heavy Cruiser. 
 
Both ships can spend 100 points on upgrades. 
  
Starting speed / Setup - 
Work out the centre of the table, both ships start anywhere within 20” of this centre point. 
The disguised Freighter is deployed first facing any direction the player wishes, then the patrolling 
Heavy Cruiser is deployed next facing in any direction but can be no closer than 6” to the disguised 
Freighter. 
 
Both ships start at full speed. 
 
You could use a few asteroids scattered across the table to give some Line-of-Sight blocking terrain 
if you wish. 
 
Special scenario rules - 
None. 
 
Scoring - 
There are no points in this scenario. 
 
Winning and Ending Game - 
The game ends at the end of turn six when re-enforcements will arrive for the patrolling Heavy 
Cruiser. 
 
Whichever Cruiser is on the table at the end of turn six wins the game, if both are still on the table 
then which ever has the least damage is the winner. 

 
Note: for non Stars & Lasers systems, the two ships in this scenario are meant to be Heavy Cruisers 
but you can use any equivalent ships that your system uses. 
The 100 points of upgrades are for things like extra armour, engineer teams or extra weapons,  
depending on what your system uses, but it cannot be used on more ships or fighters.  


